In my August President’s letter, I mentioned the concept of contango. To recap, a situation called
“
” arises when contract prices on future deliveries are higher than the current month’s
deliveries. When a large price gap (contango) exists, storage owners like those in the port of
Catoosa have incentive to fill or hold inventory waiting to sell it at a higher price later. The degree
of contango is thus a qualitative indicator of the level of a market’s “oversupply.”
Heading into November, the global oversupply is diminishing, so the futures pricing has flipped and
we are now in a situation called “
.” Whereas the 2014-2017 contango market
showed next month’s future deliveries selling at a discount to later deliveries, Nov 2017 is now in
backwardation where today’s spot prices are higher than the contracts for future months’
deliveries. For example, refinery storage owners are jumping with joy as their bet to store up oil
when the market price was $45/bbl will pay off handsomely at $9/bbl of extra profit as they now sell
at the current market’s price of $54/bbl. With spring 2018 deliveries expected to be priced lower
than today, storage owners are hurrying to sell all that they can at today’s higher prices.

The above chart shows Brent oil prices for deliveries in the first half of 2018, declining from the
current $60.53 spot price as of 10/31, meaning market prices are presently in backwardation
(theice.com).

The above chart from BBH in May 2017 shows the backwardation state of the oil market in 20112014, and contango state in 2015-2016. Nov 2016 OPEC production cuts indeed reduced global
supply, dampening the future delivery prices. Future market prices trending downward eventually
led to the current Nov 2017 state of backwardation.
Why is the recent flip from 3 years of contango to backwardation important to the broader oil
market? (see PIMCO link)
1. OPEC’s limiting of production volume of its member countries is successfully reducing the
“overhang” or excess inventory. The allows OPEC to have an advantage of being able to
sell all of their inventory at today’s spot prices ($54 WTI) while U.S. producers are trying to

buy volume hedges (derivative contracts) to ensure their future production realizes at least
as much as today’s prices, no less. (Per the EIA, Sep 2017 was an all-time high of number
of derivative contracts enacted). “A prolonged, backwardated market structure is what
OPEC needs to reach its objective of reducing global [inventory] stocks because carrying
inventory becomes financially burdensome in a market that lacks contango” (BBH).
2. The downward slope (aka inverted slope) of future delivery prices, from Nov onward,
historically implies a green light to investors to buy and hold oil stocks, rather than sell their
stocks, because future stock growth is far more likely to be positive in a backwardation
situation where stock prices tend to lose value when commodity prices are in a state of
contango. Positive news!
3. Producers (drillers) react to higher market prices, as we have in Nov 2017, by ramping up
production, which reduces longer-term delivery prices, sustaining the backwardation state.
4. Signs of OPEC production cut effectiveness indicate it is highly likely that volume cuts will
be extended well into 2018, with cooperation from Russia and Iran.
Slowdowns to the optimism here includes U.S. shale producers’ ability to shut in production quickly
if prices fall, but that is offset by OPEC’s spare capacity to pump out more production as prices
rise.
As we look ahead to Thanksgiving, I am thankful to see the massive storage volumes finally getting
drawn down, and U.S. oil exports increasing to decrease oversupply and stabilizes prices above
$50. U.S. producers, which many of our D&D members are employed by, have an increasing hope
of positive cash flow and a positive profit margin going forward, which means more stability and
new job opportunities coming in 2018. The October pop in oil prices allows the commodity market
to self-correct by selling through some excess inventory, and getting us back on track to a more
stable price and job environment. In a nutshell, to go forward towards more stable prices, in the
near term the delivery prices must first turn slightly backward from the current spot pricing. To learn
more, check out the EIA and PIMCO links below. Have a great week!
Jonathan Slay
2017 Tulsa Club President
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